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Iraq gambles its future on currency reserves
Hussain Abdul-Hussain

Washington

T

he world’s central banks
were, until recently, national institutions that
symbolised sovereignty
but little else. In 2007,
fear of an impending cash shortage that would have clogged the
US economy prompted the Federal
Reserve to ship piles of cash to help
American banks through the worst
of the economic crisis. By 2009,
documents published by Bloomberg News showed, Washington’s
central bank had pumped — off its
books — $13 trillion (the size of the
entire US economy at the time) to
rescue the country’s sinking financial institutions.
With inflation rates lower than
the 2% goal, the Federal Reserve
turned its money-printing experiment into an official programme,
known as Quantitative Easing,
through which it used new cash
to buy non-performing bonds. Together with keeping interest rates
low, the programme gave the US
economy a jolt. Europe’s central
banks followed with similar programmes.

Iraq’s problems stem
from mismanagement
of the central bank,
whose former
governor was
reportedly fired for
his resistance to
executive meddling.
Creating wealth out of thin air,
however, is only possible for countries that have currencies that serve
as world reserves. In countries such
as Lebanon, Egypt and Iraq, central
banks risk sending inflation out of
control if they print money whimsically. For these countries, the

stability of the national currency
depends on hoarding foreign banknotes — mainly US dollars, euros
and British pounds.

Some estimates
stated that Iraqi
foreign-exchange
reserves will go as
low as $30 billion in
2017, an alarming
development, if true.
Baghdad is the latest government to find itself struggling with
its thinning foreign-exchange reserves, putting the country’s finances in jeopardy and threatening
the stability of the dinar. Iraq’s turbulence does not come on advice
from the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which
advise central banks to maintain
“healthy reserves” — defined as six
months’ worth of governmental
expenditures. Rather, Iraq’s problems stem from mismanagement
of the central bank, whose former
governor, Sinan al-Shabibi, was reportedly fired for his resistance to
executive meddling. Shabibi was
replaced by Ali Allaq.
By the end of 2011, Iraq’s allies —
Iran and Syria — were facing severe
shortages in foreign currencies, the
former due to strict international
sanctions and the later because of a
raging civil war. Former Iraqi Prime
Minister Nuri al-Maliki wanted Shabibi to look the other way, as Iranian and Syrian exchange operatives
syphoned US dollars from Baghdad
to their economies. The fact that
more than 70% of the Iraqi economy is cash-based made it easier for
outsiders to load on Iraqi reserves.
From 2005-11, the Iraqi government tailored its budget based on
the assumption that a barrel of oil
would fetch $75 on the international market but with oil hitting lows
in the $20-$30 range, Baghdad’s

In jeopardy. An Iraqi (not pictured) pays for groceries with 10,000-Iraqi dinar banknotes, on June 22.
(AFP)

deficit skyrocketed. To pay for its
expenses, the government opened
the vaults of the central bank and,
instead of issuing bonds, reverted
to foreign borrowing.
In addition to Iranians and Syrians soaking Iraq’s foreign currencies and the government using
foreign-exchange reserves as its
exchequer, the Iraqi Central Bank
suffered from rampant corruption.
Some bank officials reportedly buy
dollars at the bank’s auction at a
rate of 1,190 dinars for the dollar
and then sell those dollars on the
market for 1,250 dinars, allegedly
pocketing a handsome profit.
On May 7, the bank auctioned
$159 million. On June 19, the bank
auctioned $165 million more. The

bank’s frequency of pumping dollars into the local market has been
expedited, presumably to keep the
dinar stable but such frequency
might prove unsustainable, a fact
that has alarmed the IMF, which
urged Iraqi officials to replenish reserves and keep them closer to $50
billion.
Even though IMF sources say
that Iraqi officials promised to
heed the advice, the Iraqi Central
Bank’s reserves seem to be lower,
after hitting a peak of $78 billion
in 2013. The bank does not publish
statements about its reserve levels,
similar to Lebanon’s central bank,
which has also stopped publishing
its levels. These central banks reason that confidence in the national

Saudi business cheers leadership
shift, frets over reform, region
Andrew Torchia

Riyadh

T

he promotion of Saudi
Arabia’s top economic reformer to crown prince
cheered business leaders
who said the move will
open new opportunities. They worry, however, about officials’ ability
to implement reforms and about
geopolitical tensions in the region.
The Saudi stock market jumped
7% in the two days after Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz,
previously deputy crown prince,
was appointed first in line for the
throne.
Part of the market’s rise was due
to a decision by index compiler
MSCI to consider upgrading Riyadh to emerging market status but
much of the euphoria was political;
shares in companies closely linked
to Crown Prince Mohammed’s reforms were the top performers.

Crown Prince
Mohammed has
labelled mining a key
sector in his drive to
cut Saudi Arabia’s
reliance on oil exports.
National Commercial Bank, the
biggest lender, which is expected
to play a big role handling financial
transactions related to the reforms,
surged 15%.
Miner Ma’aden soared 20%;
Crown Prince Mohammed has labelled mining a key sector in his
drive to cut Saudi Arabia’s reliance
on oil exports. Emaar the Economic

City, builder of an industrial zone
that the prince hopes to develop
as an export industry base, gained
16%.

Increasing the role of
women in the
workforce would
boost family income
and potentially
accelerate the creation
of small businesses.
Business leaders said the promotion of Crown Prince Mohammed,
31, removed political uncertainty
by ensuring a smooth shift of power
from an older generation of Saudi
leaders to a young generation represented by the prince.
“The political transition was very
smooth. We expect the reforms to
continue,” said Muhammad Alagil,
chairman of Jarir Marketing, a top
retail chain.
He said Jarir, which has 47 stores,
including 39 in Saudi Arabia, would
open at least six additional stores
this year and a similar number next
year, mostly inside Saudi Arabia.
To some in business, Crown
Prince Mohammed represents a
fresh opportunity in the form of
a $200 billion privatisation programme and state investment to
help kick-start new industries such
as shipbuilding, auto parts making
and tourism.
Some executives predicted the
progress of these plans, which are
still largely on the drawing board a
year after there were announced,
would accelerate after Crown Prince
Mohammed’s promotion.
“I didn’t see a risk of the reforms
stalling or being reversed before,

given the political backing behind
them, but now the reforms can go
ahead with more strength,” said
Hesham Abou Jamee, chief executive at Alistithmar Capital.
He added that social initiatives in
the reforms would help the economy by stimulating consumer spending.
For example, developing an entertainment sector, in a conservative society that has shunned many
forms of public entertainment,
would create jobs. The government
plans to create an entertainment
zone south of Riyadh that has facilities for sports and cultural and recreational activities.
Increasing the role of women in
the workforce would boost family
income and potentially accelerate
the creation of small businesses
such as restaurants, Abou Jamee
said.
Crown Prince Mohammed is also
the architect of a tough austerity
policy that includes spending cuts
and tax rises aimed at abolishing
by 2020 a budget gap that totalled
$79 billion in 2016. The austerity
has slowed private sector growth
almost to zero.
Many in business, however, saw
austerity as inevitable in an era of
low oil prices and were pleased by
the prince’s willingness to moderate it to avoid a worse slowdown.
To mark his promotion, Riyadh retroactively restored civil servants’
allowances at a cost it estimated at
around $1.5 billion.
Privately, many executives said
they expect Crown Prince Mohammed to persuade or pressure
wealthy Saudis to repatriate some
of the billions of dollars they are believed to have transferred overseas

currency can sometimes be boosted through bluffing and pretending
that foreign-exchange reserves are
higher than they actually are.
Some estimates stated that Iraqi
foreign-exchange reserves will go
as low as $30 billion in 2017, an
alarming development, if true.
The Iraqi government should understand that borrowing is a better
way to fund itself, no matter the
corruption and that foreign-reserve
reserves are a weapon of last resort
without which the national economy loses its anchor.
Hussain Abdul-Hussain is a
Washington-based specialist in
Middle Eastern affairs. Follow him
on Twitter: @hahussain.

New opportunities. An investor walks past a screen displaying
stock information at the Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul) in
Riyadh, on June 29.
(Reuters)
for safe-keeping.
It is not clear what tools he would
use — moral suasion, legal action
or financial incentives — but his
promotion may have given him the
political capital for such a sensitive
step.
Businesses remain worried by
two other issues, however.
One is the competence of the bureaucracy to carry out the complex
reforms. The government talks of
creating partnerships between the
public and private sectors to finance
projects, for example, but has not
released legal frameworks for such
deals.
“Many of the reforms are in
name only, nothing has happened.
They’re struggling with the details,”

said a foreign economist who advises the Saudi government.
The other big worry is rising tensions around Saudi Arabia.
In addition to its military intervention in Yemen, Saudi Arabia is
locked in a diplomatic confrontation with Iran, its allies are struggling in Syria’s civil war and it cut
diplomatic and transport ties with
Qatar.
For some in business, those tensions are at best a distraction for
the government at a time when it
needs to focus on the economy and
at worst risk a more serious regional
crisis that could deter foreign investment and endanger reform.
(Reuters)

